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THE ULYSSES MISSION:
THE ION PROPULSION ALTERNATIVE

D. G. Feam
Space Department, Royal Aerospace Establishment*,

Farnborough, Hampshire, UK

ABSTRACT units (AU) from the sun, where the output of a solar
array is a factor 25 below that in Earth orbit. In

The Ulysses spacecraft, launched on 6 October 1990 addition, the mission time is extended by several years.

from the Space Shuttle Discovery, is the first to

explore the polar regions of the sun. Owing to the With chemical propulsion systems, which typically

very high velocity increment necessary to perform this provide specific impulses (SI) of a few hundred

mission, and despite a total mass at deployment of seconds, a more direct approach to the desired orbit

only 370 kg, an Inertial Upper Stage and a Payload around the sun is not possible, since AV would then

Assist Module, together approaching 20 tonnes in be about 42 km/s 6. To provide such a velocity would

mass, were required for propulsion purposes. Had an require a propulsion system requiring several Shuttle

ion thruster system been used for this mission, the payloads to place it into LEO. However, the SI of an

launch mass would have been reduced dramatically, yet ion propulsion system (IPS) exceeds that available

the overall duration would not have been increased, from any chemical thruster by at least an order of

This paper considers this option, with particular magnitude7 , suggesting that this technology is ideally

reference to the UK-25 ion propulsion system, and suited to a Ulysses-type mission. Of course, this is

proposes an upper stage vehicle which could be not a new conclusion, very many studies of ion-

employed in the future for high energy missions such propelled interplanetary missions having taken place

as Ulysses. over the last three decades.

1. INTRODUCTION Although several ion thrusters have been developed
with characteristics suitable for long duration

After a very protracted development programme, interplanetary missions 8 - 1 1, none have reached the
studies for which commenced in 1974, the Ulysses flight test stage, so could not be considered for Ulysses

spacecraftl, 2 finally departed on its unique scientific or comparable missions in the past. Nevertheless, the

mission on 6 October 1990, when it was deployed into advantages intrinsic in these devices are such that they

low Earth orbit (LEO) from the Space Shuttle will eventually be employed in this role. It is therefore

Discovery (Mission 41). Its mission 3,4 is to explore worth considering the effect that the availability of this

the polar regions of the sun from a solar polar orbit, an technology could have had on the Ulysses mission.

objective first proposed in 1959, but never before This is done in the present paper, taking the UK-25

attempted. Although very attractive in scientific terms, IPS 1 1,12 as an example.
it has not been possible to arrange an earlier mission of
this type because of the very high velocity increment 2. THE ULYSSES MISSION
AV needed, and the accompanying technical difficulty
and high cost. The main objective of the Ulysses spacecraft is to

examine by direct measurements the properties of the

The propulsion problems involved can be illustrated heliosphere as a function of position relative to the

by mentioning that the velocity of Ulysses as it ecliptic plane4 . Much has been discovered about the

departed from Earth orbit after its upper stages had equatorial characteristics of the sun's plasmasphere

completed their burns was 11.4 km/s 5 , which is the from near-Earth missions, such as HEOS and ISEE,

highest ever achieved by a space probe. Despite this, and from deep-space probes, including the Pioneer and

the mission can be accomplished only by including a Voyager spacecraft, but very little is known about the

Jupiter swing-by manoeuvre to deflect the spacecraft's changes that undoubtedly occur away from the ecliptic.

trajectory out of the ecliptic plane. Although saving a
massive additional propellant load, this scheme requires As an indication of the phenomena requiring

the spacecraft to survive the hostile radiation environ- investigation, there is a striking asymmetry in the

ment of Jupiter and to have a power system capable of solar corona at solar minimum, with bright, streamer-

operating effectively at a distance of 5 astronomical like structures occurring randomly everywhere, except

at the poles. It is anticipated that the mission will

enhance considerably current knowledge and under-
* Now the Aerospace Division of the Defence standing of the mechanisms responsible for the sun's

Research Agency activity, and thereby permit improvements to be made

SC , , to the models describing its influence on the climate of
Copyright ©, Controller HMSO, London, 1991. the Earth.
Published by the IEPC, with permission.
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Figure 1 Diagram of Ulysses spacecraft (ESA)

2.1 The spacecraft

The spacecraft is shown in diagrammatic form in
.. , Figure 1 and a photograph is reproduced in Figure 2.

Although having a total mass of only 55 kg, the
scientific payload consists of a complementary
assembly of many sophisticated instruments capable of
measuring the characteristics of the solar wind,

.. magnetic fields, energetic particles, neutral helium gas,
solar flare X-rays, cosmic gamma-ray bursts, dust
particles, and radio and plasma waves. Some of these

S are indicated by the acronyms in Figure 1, as follows:

GLG = solar wind ion composition spectrometer
HED = flux-gate and helium magnetometers

(0.01 to 44000 nT)
HUS = solar X-rays and cosmic gamma-ray bursts

(5 to 150 keV)
LAN = low energy ions (50 keV to 5 MeV) and

electrons (30 to 300 keV)
SIM = cosmic rays and solar particles (0.3 to

600 MeV for ions, 4 to 2000 MeV for
electrons)

STO = radio (1 to 940 kHz) and plasma
(0 to 60 kHz) waves.

Of course, many of these instruments are capable of
making valuable measurements on the journey to andFigure 2 Photograph of Ulysses spacecraft in launch around Jupiter, and the first results of these are nowconfiguration (ESA) availablel 3 .
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Owing to the need to generate an adequate amount
of power when at a distance of 5 AU from the sun,
solar arrays could not be used for this purpose. Instead,
a radio-isotope thermo-electric generator (RTG) has
been employed to produce 285 W at the beginning of
life, decaying to 255 W after 5 years. It is shown
protruding to the left in Figure 1 and into the
foreground in Figure 2.

Other technical problems introduced by the need to
utilise the Jupiter swing-by include the low signal
strengths on both uplink and downlink transmissions
and the large variation in solar heating 1'2 . As a result,
a 1.65 m diameter high gain antenna has been fitted,
which must be pointed accurately at the Earth at all
times, with a 20 W X-band transmitter to provide a
downlink capable of 4 kbits/s. In addition, 5 W S-band
transmitters are included in the spacecraft and the
receivers also operate in this band. Low gain,
hemispherical coverage antennas are also mounted on
opposite faces of the spacecraft for use early in the
mission, and if the primary communications link is
lost. Since signals may take as long as 45 minutes to
reach the spacecraft from Earth, a considerable degree of
autonomy has been included in the on-board systems.
The spacecraft is spin stabilised at 5 rev/min, and the
reaction control equipment (RCE) employs hydrazine
thrusters to achieve correct orientation and an additional
limited AV .

2.2 Launch and interplanetary trajectory

As mentioned previously, the Ulysses spacecraft Figure 3 Deployment of the UlyssesIUS/PAM-S
was deployed from Discovery on 6 October 1990, at an combination from Discovery (ESA)
altitude of 300 km, into a circular LEO. Owing to the
need to provide the unprecedented AV of 11.4 km/s, The spacecraft's trajectory is shown in Figure 4, in
the 370 kg spacecraft was attached to a powerful which it can be seen that the initial heliocentric orbit

composite upper stage with a total mass of close to takes it to Jupiter by February 1992. The RCE is used
20 tonnes. This consisted of an Inertial Upper Stage to guide it to an encounter with the northern hemi-

(IUS) and a Payload Assist Module (PAM-S); an sphere of the planet, at an approach velocity of 13.5

artist's impression of the complete assembly is shown km/s. The gravitational attraction of Jupiter will then

in Figure 3. deflect the trajectory out of the ecliptic plane to the
south, en route to a passage over the south pole of the

After drifting for some while to achieve separation sun. The dynamics of this interaction are designed to
from the Shuttle, the first of the two solid motors in maximise the time spent over the polar regions of the

the IUS was fired. After 150 seconds at 44100 lb sun; the southern pass will take place in the second

thrust the fuel was exhausted and the first stage was half of 1994, and the northern pass a year later, with
separated from the assembly. After another 2 minutes, each being at a distance of approximately 2 AU.
the second stage fired for 105 seconds at 16800 lb
thrust Following jettison of the remainder of the IUS, 3. BENEFITS OF ION PROPULSION
the PAM-S was used to spin-up the assembly to
70 rev/min, before the final firing. The solid motor in With a deployed mass to payload ratio of about 54,
the PAM-S then burned for 87 seconds at about the IUS/PAM-S combination, although effective, is
15000 lb thrust to provide the additional velocity not a particularly efficient method of providing the
required. Spacecraft separation from the PAM-S occur- desired velocity increment. As shown in Figure 5,
red just 17 minutes 47 seconds after the initial IUS this is a result of the low SI provided by solid rocket

bum, and the Ulysses spacecraft was then on its way to motors, a problem recognised early in the Ulysses
Jupiter at a velocity of 11.4 km/s relative to the Earth. development programme when the original proposal to

To this should be added the Earth's heliocentric use a 3-stage IUS was changed to employ the liquid
velocity of 29.8 ± 0.5 km/s. The resultant is a helio- oxygen/liquid hydrogen fuelled Centaur2 . Unfortun-
centric elliptical orbit with a velocity of 41.2 km/s, ately, the Challenger disaster eliminated this option,

adequate to take Ulysses beyond Uranus 5. thereby causing a reversion to solid propulsion.
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Figure 4 The trajectory planned for Ulysses (ESA)

AV = v loge(Mo/Mf),

where Mo and Mf are the initial and final masses of
the vehicle, and v is the exhaust velocity of the

30r , ,- ,--- , , motor. If Mp is the payload mass, 370 kg in the case
(kn!ft SI) . of Ulysses, and the rocket motor casing or tankage is a

Sohd prop 2 8 285 fraction a of the propellant mass Am,
S / I Bi-prop 31 320

S - M H2/ 0 m2 4 7 475 -
20- /- Ps so - Mo = Mp + Am(a + 1)

SMf = Mp + Am .

|_ ,0 _ In the case of ion propulsion, an additional hardware
,114 kms 42km/s mass was included to account for the thrusters, their

power conditioners and propellant feed systems, the
5 s7 ~m/ upper stage platform, and the solar arrays necessary to

S , , . . . I , , provide the power required. The derivation of this
Ob2e 30

° ° vELiCITr INCREMENT av ikm/s° S figure, taken to be 575 kg, is discussed in sections 4
and 5 below. The value of a assumed in all cases
was 0.1.

Figure 5 Propulsion system mass as a function of
AV for a variety of technologies As can be seen, the solid and bipropellant systems

do not appear to be at all attractive. In fact, as plotted,
The curves in Figure 5, which are for high perform- they do not seem to be able to accomplish the mission

ance solid, bi-propellant and liquid oxygen/liquid at all, even for a total deployed mass of 20 tonnes; this
hydrogen motors and the UK-25 ion thruster, were is because staging has not been taken into account.
derived by simple use of the rocket equation, Without staging, the liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen
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option is acceptable at an initial mass of about 4.1 The UK-25 thruster

11 tonnes, a major improvement resulting from the
much superior SI. However, it is clearly evident that With increasing interest in primary ion propulsion,

the IPS is by far the best technology to employ for and in the orbit transfer mission in particularl8 , it

this purpose; the 11.4 km/s achieved in the current was decided by RAE to develop a scaled-up version of

mission corresponds to an initial mass of less than the 10 cm thruster, by then designated the UK-10 to

1.5 tonnes, and 42 km/s is available for only indicate its effective diameter. The larger device was

2.4 tonnes. designed by the Culham Laboratory to produce a

nominal thrust of 200 mN, using xenon propellant and

It is therefore apparent from this very simple 25 cm diameter aperture extraction grids. The scaling

analysis that the Ulysses mission could have been laws formulated during the earlier phase of the

accomplished, if ion propulsion had been used, with a programme 2 0 were used in the design process and, in

total deployed mass within the capabilities of an parallel, a high current cathode was developed jointly

Ariane 4 launch vehicle, permitting a substantial cost by the RAE and Philips Components.

saving to be made. Of course, the necessary IPS was
not available in a flight proven form for this option to The results were most encouraging, the laboratory

be selected, but the implications for future missions of model of the thruster, designated the UK-25, behaving

this type are clear. Apart from the qualification of the exactly as predicted in the design process2 1. The sub-

IPS, and the associated demonstration of its reliability sequent engineering model 11, which was much closer
over the mission duration, other technical issues which in its construction to the standards expected of flight

need to be addressed include the provision of the large hardware, experienced thermal problems, but these have

solar array necessary, and the method to be employed now been solved. A photograph of this thruster is

for trajectory guidance and control. shown in Figure 6, with its earth screen removed.

4. THE UK-25 ION PROPULSION
SYSTEM

The UK ion propulsion programme has been

directed since its conception by Space Department of

the Royal Aerospace Establishment (RAE),
Farnborough, now the Aerospace Division of the

Defence Research Agency, where much of the technical

work has also been undertaken. Throughout the

programme, reliance has been placed on the plasma and

ion beam expertise of the AEA Culham Laboratory,
and on the electronics capabilities of Marconi Space

Systems Ltd, now Matra Marconi Space UK. Hollow
cathode technology has been developed jointly by the
RAE and Philips Components Ltd.

The programme commenced with the development

of a 10 cm diameter Kaufman-type thruster 14 intended

for north-south station-keepingl 5 . It produced a

nominal thrust of 10 mN at an exhaust velocity of

30 km/s, using mercury propellant, but throttling over
a wide range was also possible. The latter attribute

was due to the retention of three separately controllable

propellant flows to the thruster, and to a magnetic field

that could be varied at will by altering the current

through the six solenoids used instead of the more

common permanent magnets. Another feature of this

thruster was the inwardly dished ion extraction grids,
which ensured that the beam divergence was below 100

half-angle.

Subsequently, the propellant was changed to xenon

to ensure that there could be no adverse chemical

interactions between the exhaust and the host space-
craft. Although only minor changes to the thruster
were made, the performance remained excellent and the

thrust range, without any .mechanical changes, was

extended to 70 mN 12 16 '17  Figure 6 Engineering model of the UK-25 ion thruster
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The excellent performance achieved by the labora-
tory model 2 1 is illustrated in Figure 7, which is for a
nominal thrust of 230 mN at a propellant utilisation
efficiency T1m of 85% (operating point A). However,
as shown in Figure 8 for lower thrust values, lm can 1oc
reach close to 100% if the discharge voltage is xenon
increased by adjustment of the magnetic field and xenon Vb 2eu2 kV -- 0rn 2A equiv 1 0
flow rates. In Figures 7 and 8, ID is the discharge = ev 8/
current, VA is the anode voltage, Vk is the keeper 175
voltage, Vb is the net beam accelerating potential, 80
and mnT is the total xenon flow rate to the discharge
chamber and cathode. Further improvements in
performance were achieved by optimisation of the inner
polepiece/baffle disc geometry1 1 . This led to ion00
production costs of well below 200 W/A for low thrust * E
operation. o

z 80
400 ///

SGas flow =3.5A equiv.
SBeam voltage = 2.2 kV 40 -

27.5A /VA=22V
o 2 5 A X = 2  

12 16 20 24
30 -

2 2
-
5 A  

\ VALUES OF(VA-Vk) (V)

26V
24V 2A Figure 8 Uncorrected mass utilisation efficiency and

CI, 20A thrust as a function of AV
E

m 200

50mm dia baffle
40*/. flow thro' cathode IDEAL I -

* = IDEAL
THRUSTER

100 200 mN

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 200 m
Propellant utilisation (%) b 25 k

2.0 kV
Figure 7 Performance map of the UK-25 laboratory 15k - 150

model thruster at a nominal thrust of k
230 mN 3 3- 1.0 ,o

S0 Vb = 10 kV
From the point of view of the spacecraft designer, a * 100 mN *O-o Vb : 1.5

more useful presentation of the performance of the 2 b* b 2.5kV
UK-25 thruster is provided in Figure 9, in which total V = BEAM VOLTAGE
input power is plotted against mass flow rate at three 1 I I
thrust levels, 100, 150 and 200 mN. At each of these MASS FLOW (Amp equiv)
thrust levels, several beam extraction voltages are
shown, in the range 1.0 kV to 2.5 kV. The data have Figure 9 The UK-25 total power consumption as a
been corrected for doubly-charged ions in the beam and function of mass flow rate at 100, 150 and
flow through the neutraliser cathode. The solid points 200 mN thrust
plotted are for an ideal thruster, in which there are no
inefficiencies (ie rim = 1 and electrical efficiencyefienies (ei = and elecical ciency Although no life-testing has yet been carried out, ae detailed assessment by RAE of the life-limiting factors

has shown that barium depletion of the cathode isThe overall performance envelope so far tested is probably the dominant effect. However, a semi-
illustrated in Figure 10, which indicates that the thrust empirical evaluation of the mechanisms involved has
level has been extended to 260 mN, a value dictated by suggested that the durability of the cathode should bethe pumping speed of the test facility, not by the adequate for most missions. This is indicated in
thruster. It will be noted that 11e is close to 90% over Figure 11, in which theoretical barium dispenser life is
the full range of input power, up to 8 kW. plotted against thrust.
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-100 4.2 Power conditioning and control

S90- As with all Kaufman-type ion thrusters, the UK-25
W.! must be supplied with a number of regulated currents

' 80 and voltages. These are provided by the power
conditioning and control equipment (PCCE), which is
based on the system developed for the UK-10 thruster

60 B I i 300 when operated at 25 mN 23 . The individual supplies
Beam voltage 22 kV and their connections to the thruster are shown in
50mm dia baffle

50 -Cathode flow 40. - 250 Figure 12.

40 - - 200

F 30 - 150
I-

20 - -100

10 - - -

0 5 10

Total input power (kW)

Figure 10 Power to thrust ratio, thrust and electrical / *..
efficiency as functions of total input IIi
power

Close attention has also been paid to thruster- -"" -

spacecraft interactions, based on the work undertaken in
connection with the UK-10 thruster2 2 . It has been
concluded that few serious problems are likely to arise
in this area, although appropriate care must be taken in Figure 12 Kaufman thruster power supplies
the design of the spacecraft and of the thruster mount-
ing arrangements. The main change required in developing the UK-25

PCCE has been in the beam and discharge supplies,
\ 2 I eIq I I where very much greater power levels are necessary

-=T 2A equiv, than in the UK-10 system. Basically, the larger

0so -'O5A thruster operates in the multi-kW regime, whereas the

V = 2.2 WV smaller device consumes much less than I kW under
S87- 8normal circumstances. Several different circuit

)m 87-88. topologies have been carefully considered for the
series/parallel modules constituting the beam and

6 discharge supplies24 '25 , and efficiencies well in excess
0 - of 90% can be achieved with most of them. However,

\ they do not all respond so well to variations of load or
w of input voltage, and they also differ in the amount of

23A electromagnetic interference (EMI) that they produce
Sand in their failure modes.

In40 -

\It is in these areas that a final choice of topology
S3A must be made, but this must await decisions concern-

ing the most likely missions and the characteristics of
the spacecraft power system to be used. However, it

20 28A seems likely that a non-regulated power bus will be
3-5 A specified, leading to the conclusion that a square-wave

converter is preferable to the resonant type2 5 , despite
120 160 200 240 its potentially higher EMI level. An added advantage

THRUST (mN) of this selection would be the greater efficiency
available, and thus less problems associated with the

Figure 11 Cathode dispenser life as a function of removal of waste heat.
thrust
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The remaining power supplies shown in Figure 12 time required, it eliminates the need to carry a large
can be derived directly from those developed for the battery. Of course, if an initial sun-synchronous polar
UK-10 IPS2 3 . Similarly, the microprocessor-based orbit 2 7 were to be employed, power could be made
automatic control system from the smaller thruster can available continuously if it followed the terminator (the
be utilised for the UK-25, since the control philosophy dawn-dusk orbit), but this would require a higher
is identical in both cases12 .  performance from the launch vehicle. If such a higher

performance were available, it would probably be better
4.3 Propellant feed system to use it to attain a higher initial altitude.

As with the PCCE, the propellant supply and Following the completion of the orbit-raising phase
monitoring equipment (PSME) developed for the of the mission, which requires a AV of about
UK-10 IPS2 6 can be used, with minimum modifica- 7.5 km/s from an initial altitude of 500 km, the IPS
tion, for the UK-25 thruster. This PSME accepts would be employed to raise the inclination of the
xenon gas at 2 bar pressure from the propellant storage heliocentric trajectory to the desired value. This can be
equipment (PSE), and provides the three independently done by thrusting in a direction perpendicular to the
controlled flows required by the thruster. This is done ecliptic plane about the ascending and descending nodes
by varying the pressure, as demanded by the control of the orbit 2 8 , in an analogous manner to that utilised
system, in each of three plena, using pulsed solenoid for north-south station-keeping in geostationary Earth
valves to admit gas as required. orbit (GEO) 15 . During this process, the distance from

the sun can be changed if required, although there are
The UK-10 PSME exists in engineering model good scientific reasons for remaining at 1 AU.

form and has been used extensively in integration
testing. It is an essential component of the future life- 5.1 The ion propulsion system
test programme. Its mass at present is under 2 kg; it
is anticipated that the flight model will be 1.6 kg. To As a representative example, and following a
operate the UK-25 thruster, changes are needed to the preliminary parametric study, it was decided to assume
flow control orifices and, if the regulation accuracy that the mission could be accomplished using a cluster
required dictates this, to the volumes of the plena. of nine UK-25 ion thrusters, each capable of providing
However, there is unlikely to be a significant effect on 250 mN thrust. At any one time only three of these
the overall mass. would be operated, the others being held in reserve in

case of failures. Since the PCCEs would not suffer
5. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF AN IPS from any wear-out mechanism, whereas the thrusters

ULYSSES MISSION would do so, it is probable that only four PCCEs
would suffice, with connections from each to several of

In proposing below a method of repeating the the thrusters. This cross-strapping would need to be
Ulysses mission using an IPS, it is assumed that the carefully designed to ensure that reliability is
spacecraft would be largely unaltered, although some maximised; switchable connections would be required
detailed design changes might be necessary to allow it only in the case of cathode heater and solenoid power
to be launched by a conventional booster, such as supplies, because currents are supplied by the others
Ariane 4. Such changes would be dictated by the space only when a plasma is present in the thruster.
available under the payload shroud and the environ-
mental test specifications. The aim of the study was to An additional requirement concerns the thrust vector
examine a high-energy, ion-propelled upper stage to of each thruster. To avoid attitude perturbations, this
which the spacecraft would be attached. must pass through the centre of mass of the spacecraft,

or the resultant vector of all operating thrusters must
To be specific, it was also assumed that the launch do so. In either case, it would seem to be necessary to

vehicle would place the payload into a circular LEO at mount each thruster on a gimbal system to allow for
an altitude above which drag due to the residual variations in thrust vector direction and for changes in
atmosphere would be a minimum. For this purpose the position of the centre of mass.
400 to 500 km altitude would suffice, but considerable
benefit would accrue from an increase in this to beyond With each operating thruster consuming nearly
a part of or all the Earth's radiation bells. Although 8 kW of power, and assuming an overall power
not essential, this would minimise the solar array conditioning efficiency of 95%, a solar array power in
degradation that would be suffered in the early stages of excess of 25 kW would be necessary. However, this is
the mission, not exceptional; such arrays have, for example, been

considered for the ELITE orbital transfer missionl9,2 9 .
Once launched into LEO, the scheme adopted is to Based on the Advance Photovoltaic Solar Array

carry out a spiral orbit-raising manoeuvre 1 8 , which developed by JPL, which employs silicon solar cells
will eventually free the spacecraft from the Earth's with 50 microns thick cover glasses, a specific power
gravitational field. For this purpose, assuming that the of 130 W/kg should be achievable 19 , giving a mass of
initial launch is into a low inclination orbit, tangential 208 kg for an output of 27 kW.
thrusting would be employed when the spacecraft is in
sunlight only. Although this strategy lengthens the

8
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The thruster parameters assumed for the study are Table 3
given in Table 1. They are based on actual measure- MASS OF THE UPPER STAGE (kg)
ments, so improved values are likely to be available in
the timeframe of any future mission. In particular, 9 UK-25 thrusters, with gimbal mounts, etc 117
there are good prospects for increasing both rlm and 9 PSMEs 18
te - 4 PCCEs 112

Solar arrays 208
The IPS mass is more difficult to estimate, because Structure, housekeeping systems 120

much of the hardware has not yet progressed beyond the
breadboard stage. However, the values given in Total
Table 2 are considered to be reasonable estimates for
future flight equipment. 5.2 The spiral orbit-raising phase

Table 1 Assuming that it is necessary to change the helio-

ASSUMED UK-25 ION THRUSTER centric orbit to the polar configuration, with an

PARAMETERS inclination to the ecliptic of 90°, it is shown below
(Table 4) that the mass of the complete spacecraft on

Thrust (mN) 250 escape from the Earth's gravitational field must be just

Total input power (kW) 8 below 2.3 tonnes. This is thus the final mass Mf

Beam accelerating potential (kV) 2.2 after the orbit-raising manoeuvre. From Ref 18,

Beam current (A) 3.3
Exhaust velocity (km/s) 57 Mf ' I 1
Specific impulse (s) 4845 Mf ,exp v 1

lm (%) 85 M =exp Le

Tie (%) 90
where Mo is the initial mass in LEO with semi-

Table 2 major axis a,, Ve is an effective exhaust velocity,
defined as 1mv, g. is the gravitational constant of

MASS OF IPS COMPONENTS (kg) 4 3 2the Earth (3.986 x 1014 m3 /s 2 ), and af is the semi-

Individual Totals major axis of the final orbit.

PCCE Assuming that the initial LEO is at 500 km, and

-6 beam/discharge converters 15 that Tim = 0.85, and putting af at infinity,

- other supplies and control 6 Mo = 2.68 tonnes. Thus the spiral orbit-raising

- thermal control, structure 7 28 manoeuvre would consume about 390 kg of propellant.
Thruster 6 This mass, Am , is related to the orbit transfer time T
PSME 2 by the expression
Gimbal 3
Structure, cables, etc 4 - Am ve

S- U '

Total 43
where F is the total thrust used and U is a factor

There is even greater uncertainty in estimating the which takes into account the effect of eclipses 1 8 ; for

mass of the remainder of the upper stage, excluding the a 500 km initial orbit and ve - 48 km/s , U is

propellant tankage which is represented by the factor a approximately 0.83. Thus T becomes 8410 hours, or

in section 3. This mass must include the structure, 0.96 year.
telecommand and telemetry systems, on-board com-
puters and data handling equipment, attitude sensing The actual thrusting time can be deduced by dividing

and control systems, and power processing additional to the total propellant mass consumed by the flow rate of

that provided in the IPS. Other items to be added are xenon into the thrusters. For a thrust of 250 mN, the

the solar array drives, any thermal control devices, and beam current is 3.23 A, so the total flow rate, with

the battery needed for housekeeping functions during Tim = 0.85 , is 5.17 mg/s. Taking into account the

eclipse. It has been assumed that 120 kg will be simultaneous use of three thrusters, the operating time

adequate to account for these components, becomes 6964 hours or, with equal sharing between all
nine thrusters, 2321 hours each. Of course, a

The major elements of the upper stage are listed in considerable reduction in this time, and in the total

Table 3; the total dry mass is 575 kg, not including the orbit-raising time, would result from an increase in the

propellant tanks. Thus the mass of the complete original deployed altitude; as already pointed out, this

assembly at launch becomes 945 kg, plus propellant should be as high as permitted by the selected launch

and tankage. vehicle to minimise radiation damage to the solar
arrays.
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5.3 The out-of-the-ecliptic plane change permitted to vary. This allows thrusting to be almost
continuous without serious loss of efficiency, thereby

Once free of the Earth's gravitational field and in a reducing the mission time dramatically.
heliocentric orbit the plane changing manoeuvre can be
commenced. This can be accomplished by a steady,
sustained thrust perpendicular to the ecliptic plane for
an angle 20 about each of the ascending and
descending nodes of the orbit2 8 . Although the thrust to
required is in opposite directions around these two r T

nodes, this does not represent a problem, since there
would be many weeks of coasting between operating 09
periods in which the spacecraft could be re-orientated.
This coasting period is necessary because the
effectiveness of the applied thrust diminishes with
distance from the nodes 15 , falling off as sin p/p. 5

o07

The heliocentric velocity of the spacecraft at the
start of this phase of the mission is 29.8 km/s in the
plane of the Earth's orbit. To achieve a solar polar 06 -
trajectory, at 1 AU from the sun, this velocity vector
must be rotated through 900, requiring a value of AV
of 42 km/s in the ideal case 5 ,6 . The data used in 0s L 20 40 60 80

producing Figure 5 show that the propellant mass ANGLE OF THRUSTING ONEACH SIDE OF NODE. P (deg)

required to accomplish this is about 1.10 tonnes,
assuming that three UK-25 thrusters are operated Figure 13 Thrusting efficiency as a function of thrust-
simultaneously at 250 mN thrust and Tim = 85% . ing angle about the nodes
Taking into account the tankage necessary, the mass of
the spacecraft at the beginning of this phase becomes
approximately 2.2 tonnes.

The theoretical time can be deduced immediately z k 20 kg/kW
from the propellant mass, as in section 5.2. However, o8
the value so derived is not fully representative of the <
real mission, since it assumes that the thrusters are
operated continuously, with undiminished efficiency. Mission time
Unfortunately, as in the case of north-south station- o . 70 days
keeping 15 , it is not sensible to thrust far from the 00
nodes, owing to the reducing effectiveness of this. The o 0. 00

variation in thrusting efficiency with p is shown in 40o
Figure 13, from which it can be seen that a value in
the range 45 to 550 is not unreasonable. It adds 10 to 0 20 40 60 so
15% to the propellant load, and thus to operating time, HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT INCLINATION (deg)

and extends the mission duration by a factor of 2.
Figure 14 Payload mass fraction as a function of

Taking p = 450, an iterative solution for the inclination change, for mission times
complete mission shows that the inclination plane of 400 to 700 days
change phase consumes 1.2 tonnes of propellant and
occupies 4.88 years, to reach 900 inclination. The total As an example, the payload mass fraction for the
thrusting time is 21360 hours, and each thruster must plane change manoeuvre is plotted as a function of
operate for 7120 hours, assuming no failures. final inclination in Figure 14, for mission times of400 to 700 days. The parameter k , which is set at

It is interesting to compare these results with those 20 kg/kW, is defined as the ratio of upper stage
derived in the earlier work by Mascy 28 , which con- hardware mass to power produced; in this study it is
sidered a low-thrust rotation of the heliocentric orbital 575/27 = 21.3 kg/kW, which is close to the value
plane, following an escape from the Earth's gravita- quoted. It can be seen that the transfer times are
tional field by means of a chemical rocket. Inclination relatively short, indicating a thrusting strategy of high
changes of up to 900 were studied, using electric efficiency, and almost no coasting time. However, the
thrusters with values of SI in the range of present-day payload fraction is not as attractive as that in the
devices, including the UK-25. However, in contrast to present analysis, being only about 0.11 at 700 days and
the simple analysis presented above Mascy's work 90 . This should be compared to the fraction of about
incorporated a full optimisation of the plane change, in 0 .34 a c h e v ab le by thrusting only about the nodes, but
which the radius of the orbit about the sun was at the expense of a much longer mission.

10
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The sensitivity of the characteristics of the orbit was achieved, the spacecraft would continue
manoeuvre to the assumed value of k is of interest, indefinitely to pass over the sun's poles, permitting
because this parameter is known only crudely in the further data to be acquired until the end of the life of
absence of a definitive study. As shown in Figure 15, some critical on-board system.
Mascy found that k did not have a large impact on the
derived results, at least for plane changes of less than 6. POSSIBLE UPPER STAGE
600. Beyond that value, the sensitivity to k increased. CONFIGURATION
In Figure 15, the parameter R is the ratio of power
produced to payload delivered, which is 0.073 kW/kg Although many attempts have been made to design
in the mission studied here. electrically propelled upper stages for orbit-raising and

interplanetary missions, none have yet been developed
to the point of achieving a test flight. The ELITE
spacecraft 19 , 29 may be the first to attain this very

o10 'i ' i ' important objective, but it is primarily for an in-orbit
Toa pion chang. - 5° test of arc-jet thrusters, so is not an appropriate model

- for a Ulysses mission.

S6 - "" More relevant is the solar electric propulsion stage
o" (SEPS) designed by NASA Lewis3 0 . This modular

= - --. w - concept, shown in Figure 16, consisted in that version
2° of eight 30 cm diameter Kaufman-type ion thrusters,

2 30 each with its own PCCE and propellant feed system.
£ The large solar array necessary to power this assembly

I , was mounted from the interface truss structure, to
400 s00 600 700 800 which was also attached the payload. One version of

MISSION DURATION Idays) this array was developed, and was tested on a Space
Shuttle mission; it utilised fold-out technology and

Figure 15 Power/payload ratio as a function of each wing was designed to produce 12.5 kW. It was
mission duration thus appropriate for the Ulysses mission described here.

5.4 Mission summary In this concept, each thruster subsystem module
(TSSM) was effectively independent, but there is no

The characteristics of the proposed ion-propelled reason to doubt that they could be very effectively
Ulysses mission are summarised in Table 4, which inter-connected to share propellant supplies and
assumes a payload mass of 370 kg. PCCEs. Indeed, a wide variety of different missions

has been proposed utilising this basic philosophy3 1 ,
Table 4 including interplanetary probes powered by an

ULYSSES MISSION SUMMARY USING assembly of 11 thrusters.

ION PROPULSIONION PROPULSION Although carried out many years ago, the extensive

Orbit- Plane SEPS designs and analyses remain valid. It is

raising change suggested that they would provide an excellent point at
which to commence the design of a present-day
interplanetary upper stage, such as is required for the

Initial mass (tonne) 2.68 2.29 proposed Ulysses mission.

Final mass (tonne) 2.29 1.10 7. CONCLUSIONS
Propellant mass (kg) 390 1193
Tank mass (kg) 40 120 It has been shown that an ion-propelled upper stage,
Thrusting time (hours) 6964 21358 using UK-25 Kaufman ion thrusters, could provide the
ThruSingle thruster on-time (hours) 2321 7119 very high velocity increment required of a Ulysses-type

of mission, without having to resort to a Jupiter
Total mission time (years) 5.84 swing-by manoeuvre to gain the necessary energy
Total single thruster on time (hours) 9440 perpendicular to the ecliptic plane. It is suggested that

the upper stage could be deployed in low Earth orbit by
Although not shorter in total duration than the a launcher of modest capability. It would then escape

present Ulysses mission, this new concept provides a from the Earth's gravitational field via a spiral
vastly improved opportunity to gather scientific data. trajectory, taking about 1 year. This assumes that
It would allow detailed mapping to be undertaken of the three UK-25 thrusters would be operated at one time,
whole of the spherical space around the sun at 1 AU, each providing 250 mN thrust, and consuming in total
since the spacecraft would gradually increase the about 25 kW.
inclination of its orbit, passing over the polar regions
at higher latitude on each pass. In addition, once polar

11
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Once in heliocentric orbit, a plane change
manoeuvre would commence, with thrusting
perpendicular to the ecliptic around each node of the
orbit. Gradually, over a period of about 4 to 5 years,
the inclination would increase, eventually reaching 900.

PROPELLANT TANK POWER Useful science could be performed during the whole of
PROCESSING this period, mapping out completely a spherical shell
UNIT around the sun. During this phase, the total propellant

consumption would be about 1.2 tonnes. If a faster
rate of inclination change were required at the same
power and thrust levels, strategies exist to provide this,
but at the expense of a lower payload fraction.

LOUVER

ASSEMBLY From a study of previous proposals for high energy
upper stages, it is suggested that a good starting point
for the Ulysses mission would be the solar electric
propulsion stage (SEPS) studied in depth by NASA
Lewis in the 1970s. This offers most of the features

T PP required of an out-of-the-ecliptic scientific probe.
RADIATOR , Moreover, the UK-25 ion thruster would readily

integrate with this concept.
HEAT PIPE

GRPTRUSS It should finally be emphasised that this proposal
provides an unsurpassed scientific return, coupled with
a reasonable mission duration. Moreover, the launch
mass of under 2.7 tonnes is nearly an order of magni-
tude below that of the current Ulysses mission, repre-

GIMBAL THRUSTER senting a considerable cost saving.
ACTUATOR MOUNTING

FRAME 30 CM THRUSTER

Figure 16a Ion thruster propulsion module designed by REFERENCES
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